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HOOSIERS WHO ARE
embracing the concept of
buying food from local farmers and
even raising it ourselves tend to feel a
bit smug in our earthy greenness.
We’ve even coined a new term for selfdefinition that immediately alerts others
of our kind that we are traveling in the
same not-so-wolfish pack.
We’ve become locavores.
Although the term is new, the concept is, of course, old. Most of the generations before ours ate what was
grown locally because they didn’t have
access to exotic foods. Even as recently
as our grandparents’ generation, most
people were gardeners. Generally, our
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Among the local processors was Stokely-Van Camp. Van Camp
began a canning business on Missouri Street in 1861 and sold provisions to the Union Army during the Civil War. According to the
“Encyclopedia of Indianapolis,” Van Camp merged with the Stokely
Co. in 1933. That year the company introduced frozen foods to its
line of canned goods, though it’s very likely that in 1933, in the
midst of the Great Depression, many Indianapolis residents were
finding the company’s canned goods a more affordable option than
the newfangled frozen items. Stokely-Van Camp operated in the city
for more than 100 years, was eventually purchased by Quaker Oats,
and then became Stokely USA. It finally closed its East Street plant
around the turn of the 21st Century.
Other locally produced canned goods came from Kothe Wells and
Bauer, which opened in 1889 and distributed Ko-We-Ba brand
canned vegetables from its 102 S. Delaware St. building. Ko-We-Ba
brand was sold throughout Indiana and adjacent states. In 1924, the
well-known Indianapolis architecture firm of Rubush and Hunter
designed the new Ko-We-Ba warehouse at 240 Virginia Ave. The
firm closed its Indianapolis operation by the mid-20th Century.
Although its original Delaware Street building still stands (used most
recently as the Community Corrections Center), the city demolished
the Virginia Avenue building to make way for the WellPoint
Operations Center in 2000.
Canned goods weren’t the only locally processed foods. In years
gone by, hometown-produced meals could be rounded out with a
variety of meats and some fine local brew.
Kingan and Co. was a local meat-packing firm with national and
international distribution. Kingan introduced pre-sliced bacon in the
United States. By 1945, according to the “Encyclopedia of
Indianapolis,” Kingan employed more than 3,000 workers, including
many of the city’s Irish and Eastern European immigrants, and its
facility covered 27 acres on the city’s Westside. Kingan was sold in
1952 and the building closed in 1966.
Due to its German-born population, Indianapolis also became a
brewing city. C. F. Schmidt opened the first large-scale brewery in
the city in 1858. His firm merged with the renowned Indianapolis
Brewing Co. in 1889. The last incarnation of the IBC, famous for its
Dusseldorfer Beer, closed only a few years back.
The list of “home foods” once planted, picked, pickled, processed,
produced and pigged-out on in Indianapolis is long and by no means
exhausted by the few offerings presented here.
Although our Indianapolis forefathers and mothers didn’t use or
know the word “locavore,” they, too, sought out foods made and
grown in Indianapolis. Before we become too awfully snobby about
our “new” local-foods lifestyles, we may want to acknowledge that
it’s not the generation of hippies and their children who brought us
these ideas of Community Supported Agriculture and local eating; it
was our long-ago ancestors for whom a local-eating lifestyle was not
a choice but a fact made easy in this formerly food-producing city.
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